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Definition
 Cognitive computing

– simulation of human thought processes in a 
computerized model

– involves self-learning systems (machine 
learning) that use data mining, pattern 
recognition, natural language processing, and 
other means to mimic the way the human 
brain works



Definition
 Strongly worded definition

– Computers don’t mimic how the human brain 
works

– Computers do not have cognitive functions 



Definition
 Source

– Wikipedia
 Search engine

– Google



One more definition
 Lexicon - the vocabulary of a person, language, or 

branch of knowledge
– Needed to “learn” to read and 

understand text data

Samuel Johnson, English author and poet, 
18 September 1709 – 13 December 1784



Utilities of cognitive computing systems
 Leverage automation for quantitative and qualitative data analysis
 Goal of immunization programs is to maintain or improve vaccination coverage 

to prevent diseases

– Quantitative data
• Disease surveillance data
• Vaccination coverage 

surveys
• Policy surveillance
• Annual reports

– Qualitative data
• Funding applications
• Site visit reports
• Twitter
• News reports

Formal

Informal



Objective
 Develop a cognitive computing system to analyze immunization program 

data.



Google
 Readily available search engine

– Includes pages that are actually sponsored advertisements
– Includes pages that are intentionally optimized for the Google search 

engine
– Includes a large amount of material that is not relevant

• Need to analyze text data within the immunization program 
context 

– Analyze text where “shot” means vaccination and not a shot 
in the dark, a gunshot, worn out or weary … 



Building an Immunization Program 
Cognitive Computing System (IPCCS)



Data Inputs

 Formal language data
– Vaccines for Children (VFC) policy and procedures, immunization-

related websites, journals, and legislation
– Scrapers and parsers used to automate data extraction
– Location for each VFC Awardee

 Informal language data
– Tweets, blogs, forums, news articles 
– Collected via a social media search platform, Sysomos

• Input from approximately November 2016 to May 2018
– Location information available for at least 60% of informal data.

• Related to the user-profile, not the location of the Tweet.



Pre-Processing Data
 Automated through use of scripts

– Removed links and Twitter usernames
– Converted text to lowercase

• Recognize a given word regardless of letter case (uppercase or lowercase)
– Tokenized

• Split text into “tokens”, units for analysis
– Words

– Removed stop words
• Words that appeared frequently in text but were not substantial to any particular 

topic. 
– “the”, “and”, “a”

– Lemmatization
• Remove inflectional endings of words to reduce redundancy in results. 

– “performing”, “performed”, and “performs” become “perform”



Algorithms
 Infer meaning by assessing similarity 
 IPCSS algorithms

– Word2vec 
– Global vectors for word 

representation (GloVe) 
– Word Topic Mixture (WTM) 

Model 



IPCCS: Login Page



IPCCS: Search Page



IPCCS: Informal Data Word Search





IPCCS: Informal Data Word Search





IPCCS: Informal Language Query Search





IPCCS: Formal Language Data Word Search







IPCCS: Formal Language Data Query Search







IPCCS Limitations
 Algorithm functionality
 Language relevance 

– MMR can mean measles, mumps, and rubella vaccine or Match 
Making Rank, a rating system used in online gaming

– Shingles can mean herpes zoster or roofing material 
 Needs regular additions of new data to update the algorithms and remain 

relevant



IPCCS
 Quickly searches informal and formal language data relevant to 

immunization programs
– Informal language data 

• May be used to assess types of information being shared during an 
outbreak or other emergencies

– Formal language data 
• May be helpful in identifying program activities associated with 

changes in vaccination coverage
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For more information, contact CDC
1-800-CDC-INFO (232-4636)
TTY:  1-888-232-6348    www.cdc.gov

The findings and conclusions in this report are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the 
official position of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Clarke's three laws:
1. When a distinguished but elderly scientist states that something is possible, he is almost certainly right. When he 
states that something is impossible, he is very probably wrong.
2. The only way of discovering the limits of the possible is to venture a little way past them into the impossible.
3. Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.
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Background

• In NYS, the vaccines required for public, private and 
parochial schools are established by the State Legislature

• The NYSDOH may promulgate regulations clarifying the 
legislation, e.g., numbers of doses required, minimum ages 
and intervals, etc.
o Previously updated in 2014 and 2015

• > 3 million children in NYS schools
o Estimated 231,409 in grade 7 in the 2016-17 school year and 

estimated 192,763 in grade 12
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Background
• Parents are responsible for providing proof of immunity or 

medical or religious exemptions for their children
o Children without evidence of immunity or exemptions must be 

excluded after 14 days of school entry
• The principal or person in charge of each school is 

responsible for ensuring compliance of children in the school
o NYSDOH monitors compliance with annual surveys of all 

students and audits of selected schools
o The NYSDOH may place schools under legal stipulation and 

order for non-compliance and may fine schools up to $2000 
per violation
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Background, Continued
• June 2015: Amendments to PHL 2164, requiring 

meningococcal vaccine for students entering grades 7 and 
12 in accordance with ACIP recommendations, passed the 
NYS legislature with effective date of September 1, 2016
o Signed into law by NYS Governor October 2015

• August 2016: Amendments to NYS school immunization 
regulations adopted
o 1 dose MenACWY for grade 7
o 2 doses MenACWY, or 1 on or after the 16th birthday, for grade 

12
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Baseline immunization coverage 
assessment
• 2014 NIS-Teen: 

o 79.6% (± 4.2%) 1-dose MenACWY coverage among NYS 
teens aged 13-17 years
 86.2% (± 3.1%) in 2015 NIS-Teen

o 29% (± 2.8%) 2-dose coverage among US 17 year olds
 33.3% (± 2.7%) in 2015 NIS-Teen

• NYSIIS, December 2015:
o 61.0% 1-dose coverage among 12 year olds
o 35.7% 2-dose (or 1 dose on or after 16 years of age) among 

17 year olds
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Challenge

• Raise school, parent, adolescent and healthcare provider 
(HCP) awareness of new school meningococcal vaccine 
requirements

→12th graders of particular concern
o Low baseline 2-dose coverage rates
o Loss of too many days of school could impede graduation
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Multi-Media Campaign

• First flight: February 22 – April 10, 2016
o Broadcast TV and radio
o Streaming video and radio ads
o Banner ads, sponsored Facebook posts, and sponsored 

Google search results
• Second flight: May 10 – May 29, 2016

o Broadcast TV and streaming video
• Target audience: parents of NYS adolescents

o Secondary target: adults aged 25-54 years
• Budget $1,850,000
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Campaign Objectives

• Raise parental awareness of new school meningococcal 
vaccine requirement

• Encourage them to schedule a doctor appointment for 
vaccination

• Encourage them to learn more at health.ny.gov/immunize

http://www.health.ny.gov/immunize
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYV4Oew_Ov-I40y5UzMzHymxpPjGuZ0UG

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLYV4Oew_Ov-I40y5UzMzHymxpPjGuZ0UG
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Supplemental Materials

• Initial brief notices to HCP and schools November 2015
• Detailed notices June 2016
• Webinars for HCP January 2016 and for schools March 2016
• Letters to HCPs February 2016
• Monthly brief electronic reminders to HCP, March–Sept 2016
• Updated school immunization requirements chart and annual 

school survey
• FAQ for healthcare providers and schools
• Meningococcal fact sheet for public
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Results – Traditional Media

• Television ads delivered 37.9 million impressions, at an 
estimated reach of 90% and an estimated frequency of 14.5
o Streaming video delivered another 2.3 M impressions; 

estimated reach 11%; estimated frequency 6
o 68% of the media budget

• Traditional radio ads delivered 6.2 M impressions, at an 
estimated reach of 60% and an estimated frequency of 8.5
o Streaming audio delivered another 5.6 M impressions
o 14% of the media budget
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Results – Digital Media

• 15% of the media budget
• Banner ads delivered 49.2 million impressions and over 140,000 

click-throughs to the health.ny.gov/immunize web page 
• Rich media ads delivered 3.2 million impressions but only 624 

unique click-throughs
• Sponsored Google search results delivered 68,511 impressions at 

a 4.84% click-through rate
• Facebook posts delivered 11.1 million impressions, over 23,000 

click throughs, and high rates of likes, shares, and comments
o Primarily positive comments

http://www.health.ny.gov/immunize
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NYS school 
MenACWY
immunization 
coverage, 2016-17:
• Grade 7: 97%
• Grade 12: 95%
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Lessons Learned
• Early and open communication with the public, schools, and 

HCP was critical to ensure smooth and timely 
implementation

• Local health departments were key partners to work with 
schools and HCP to get students vaccinated

• NYSIIS data allowed us to monitor trends in MenACWY
coverage in near real-time during the months leading up to 
implementation

• Digital media is a relatively low-cost option but performed at 
least as well as traditional media
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Questions?
immunize@health.ny.gov
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